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In 1993 Santoro and Weyhreter claimed that glandular supplements had significant normalizing effects on deviantly high and low serum levels of ALT enzyme, CO₂, and thyroid hormone (1). To support their claim, they offered empirical evidence that groups selected for high pre-treatment serum levels had lower levels after treatment than before. Similarly, groups selected for low pre-treatment serum levels had higher levels after treatment than before. In their experimental design, there were a number of comparisons between pre- and post-treatment values, for which there were no control groups. But the design also included a few comparisons between a treatment group and a paired control group. Both groups in a pair were selected for serum levels that were deviant in the same direction (high or low), for the same substance (ALT, CO₂, or thyroid). Treatment groups were given glandular supplements, diet and exercise. Control groups received only diet and exercise. Experimental results showed that both treatment and control groups became less deviant, with the treatment groups showing more improvement than corresponding control groups.

The upshot of these two effects is that improvements in serum levels comparable to those seen by the authors are expected even in the absence of any treatment whatsoever, in all their reported comparisons, both with and without control groups.

Davis noted these problems in 1994 (2). After a number of private communications to the authors from Davis (January 6, 1994; March 14, 1994; April 18, 1994 and June 26, 1997) and from Davis and Sager (October 13, 1998 and November 9, 1998), the authors responded publicly in late 1998, joined by a statistical consultant (3). Using the same data as in the 1993 article (but excluding inappropriate duplicate data for some subjects), they offered amended statistical analyses that purported to reaffirm the effectiveness of glandular treatments. Unfortunately, the amended analyses remain as compromised as the originals.

Confounding by Regression To The Mean

To understand intuitively* how unequal deviancy in the sample groups interacts with RTM to compromise these results, consider the high-ALT case, by way of illustration. In the high-ALT treatment group, initial serum levels vary from 29

*For the technically inclined, we assume, if the null hypothesis of no treatment effect is correct, that the population of pre-treatment measurements has the same distribution as the population of post-treatment measurements, that individuals in the pre and post populations are independent of each other but share a common correlation between the pre and post measurements, and that each individual has an individual-specific true level that is measured with zero-mean error and a common standard deviation at each measurement.
to 633 with a mean of 99. Normal ALT levels are about 23.5, according to the authors' data. It is understandable to test the treatment on individuals with elevated ALT levels. After all, those are individuals whom the treatment is intended to help. However, selection of individuals with high measured ALT levels does not necessarily select individuals with ALT levels truly that high, because of unavoidable biological fluctuations and laboratory uncertainties. Suppose we apply the term “false high” to an individual with measured ALT above his true, average ALT level, and “false low” to the reverse. Clearly, most false highs are found above the middle of the measured ALT distribution, and their incidence increases with increasing measured ALT level. False lows are prevalent below the middle of the measured ALT distribution, and their incidence declines with increasing measured ALT value. (Indeed, if the data are numerous, the highest measured ALT is almost certainly a false high, and the lowest measured ALT is almost certainly a false low.) Thus, selection of individuals for high measured ALT levels, as in the authors’ high-ALT treatment group, nets many false highs, but few offsetting false lows. Upon subsequent remeasurement, individuals with false highs (and lows) revert to values more evenly distributed around their true values, thus lowering the measured mean of the entire high-ALT treatment group. The lowering of the mean of this group will occur whether or not there has been any intervening treatment. It reflects the elimination of the biased high measurement errors with which some individuals in the group were initially endowed by virtue of their method of selection.

By contrast with the high-ALT treatment group, the high-ALT control group varies initially from 24 to 37, with a mean of 29. Thus, the control group is not nearly as extreme as the treatment group, and therefore contains relatively fewer and smaller false highs, and hence will decline less upon remeasurement. The decline in remeasured mean of a group selected for initial high measurements is one manifestation of a more general phenomenon called regression to the mean (4-9). RTM effects are not small. Studies of RTM in clinical contexts show that RTM alone, without treatment, is capable of producing apparent improvements of the same magnitude as reported by the authors (10-12). Some workers now think that much of what is called the placebo effect is really RTM (11,13-15). This is one reason why randomization of study subjects is so important (not done by the authors).

In summary, the main features of the authors' results (improvement in both treatment and control groups, and more improvement in treatment than control) can be explained by RTM and greater selection bias in the treatment group than in the control. Similar remarks apply to the low-ALT groups and to the CO₂ and thyroid cases.

Authors' 1998 Reply

Therefore, the burden of proof lies upon the authors to show why their results should not be considered entirely the effects of selection bias and RTM. In their 1998 reply (3), the authors seem to address this issue. Their reanalysis of their original data purports to show 13 statistically significant normalizing effects. Nine of these tests are comparisons to baseline, in which post-treatment/pre-treatment differences are assessed without control groups. Four of the tests are post-treatment/pre-treatment assessments with control groups, using the experimental design described earlier in this letter. The statistical tests are standard nonparametric tests of differences (paired sign and Mann-Whitney tests). Unfortunately, none of the nine baseline tests corrects for RTM or selection bias. In fact, the statistical theory underlying the paired sign test explicitly assumes that there is no selection bias, that is, that the pre-treatment measurements are random samples. Use of nonparametric procedures instead of parametric t-tests does not avoid these problems. The four Mann-Whitney tests with control groups would have corrected for RTM and would have been valid comparisons if the control and treatment groups had been similar at baseline. However, as noted earlier, the four treatment groups were considerably more deviant.
than the corresponding control groups, by average factors of 4.2, 3.2, 1.9, and 14.5. Thus selection bias is much more severe and the RTM effect stronger in the treatment groups than in the control groups. Therefore, the statistical assumptions underlying these four tests are not met. We cite the authors’ consultant (16):

“If confounded effects are to be avoided, the control and treatment groups must be similar with respect to any characteristic that could affect the results . . . If data are based on an experiment with fundamental design flaws, nothing can be done to correct the damage resulting from the confounded effects . . . When this sort of confounding is present, no statistical method can repair the damage, and the experiment has no value.”

Actually, there are statistical methods designed to help repair the damage of uncontrolled RTM that were brought to the authors’ attention (17,18). But the authors do not report using them.

**Adjustment for Covariate**

The authors’ analyses implicitly assume that their subjects’ baseline readings are unbiased measurements of serum levels. We have argued above that this assumption is not correct. But even if we adopt their assumption, their “statistically significant” differences become insignificant upon properly adjusting for initial baseline differences. As noted above, the authors’ control and treatment groups differ markedly in baseline serum levels. When experimental groups differ according to some covariate, it is necessary to take those covariate differences into account to reduce bias, for example, in most epidemiological studies and sometimes in randomized clinical trials (when randomization fails to create well matched experimental groups). Also, this accounting is regarded as essential for cutoff designs (like the authors’) where subjects are allocated to treatment according to measured pre-treatment (baseline) values (19,20).

The statistical methodology is called analysis of covariance and amounts to regressing the post-treatment measurement on a binary indicator of membership in the control or treatment group and the baseline measurement. We applied this methodology to the authors’ data for ALT (low and high), CO₂ (low and high) and thyroid (low), after log transformation of the pre- and post-treatment values. When we evaluate changes after treatment as the authors did—without including the baseline values in the model—we find that all 5 post-treatment changes are larger in the treatment groups than in the control groups (P < 0.001 to 0.017). But when we include baseline values in the model, in every case the change after treatment is no longer statistically significant (P > 0.05 to 0.6). In other words, in the authors’ data, there are no differences in outcome between the test and control groups that are not attributable to the baseline differences between those groups. There is no need to postulate any effect of the authors’ treatment. The results of this covariance analysis are fully consistent with the RTM explanation presented above. We note also that the covariance analysis can be applied even when the baseline measurements are subject to measurement error and selection bias resulting from a cutoff design like the authors’ (19,20). The key is to model the covariate relationship correctly.

**Time Reversal Perspective**

Appreciation for the importance of dealing properly with RTM in the experimental design for clinical interventions can be enhanced by a clever time-reversal analysis, with sometimes amusing results. Suppose it were proper to demonstrate the effectiveness of an intervention by showing that subjects selected for high pre-treatment levels subsequently register lower levels after treatment. Then it must also surely be proper to expect that subjects on treatment and selected for high post-treatment levels would register still higher levels when taken off treatment. Now, few experiments actually take subjects off treatment. Nevertheless,
the effect of taking subjects off treatment can be gauged by reversing the usual time order of analysis, because each subject was on treatment at the time of the second measurement and was off treatment at initial measurement. RTM predicts that, if an intervention is ineffective (or if there is no intervention), not only will high pre-treatment subjects decline when given treatment, but also high post-treatment subjects will decline when taken off treatment. We would thus have the amusing "proof" that putting subjects on treatment is effective and—by reversing pre and post labels—taking them off treatment is also effective! Thus, a check on the reality of a treatment's effectiveness can be obtained by reversing the time order of analysis. If similar results are obtained in time-backward as in time-forward analysis, then RTM and selection bias dominate the results to the exclusion of a real intervention effect.

Practical application of the time-reversal test is not often possible, because one should have relatively complete pre- and post-treatment distributions, and pre-treatment subjects selected for high levels manifestly do not constitute a complete distribution. Nevertheless, when time-reversal has been subjected to a proper empirical test, the results agree with the predictions of RTM (11). Most of the Santoro-Weyhreter data do not lend themselves to time-reversal analysis, because of incomplete distributions. However, in two cases it is possible to approximate a complete distribution by combining their low data with corresponding high data. For example, when the low-ALT control group is combined with the high-ALT control group, it appears that a relatively complete distribution is obtained. When the high-ALT control group (subjects with ALT > 23.5) goes on the diet/exercise control treatment, its mean declines from 28.7 to 27.0. But when the subjects with post diet/exercise ALT levels exceeding 23.5 are "taken off" diet/exercise, their mean ALT also declines from 28.9 after diet/exercise to 26.1 before diet/exercise! Similar observations hold for the combined low-CO₂ and high-CO₂ control groups.

These time-reversal analyses strongly suggest significant selection bias and RTM in the control groups. We expect that the authors' more extreme treatment groups have even more selection bias and RTM. Unfortunately, combining corresponding low and high treatment groups results in seriously incomplete distributions, so time-reversal cannot be applied to them (or to the spurious example in the authors' 1998 letter (3)).

Conclusion

In conclusion, we find that the authors' claims for therapeutic effectiveness of glandular supplements remain unsubstantiated. Neither their original nor amended analyses deal appropriately with the selection bias and regression to the mean that compromise their experimental design. The burden of proof still lies upon them to demonstrate why their results should not be considered entirely the effects of selection bias and regression to the mean. The authors have agreed that a "randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled design is necessary" to evaluate their hypothesis (3). Have they done such a study during the 6 years since this need was first noted (2)?
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